Gianluca de Tiberiis
Famous deejay of Italian nationality, dj resident of the Gorgeous party Ibiza from
june 2005. With an important musical background in his country as well as in the
rest of Europe, he has distinguished himself for his creativity in the musical field.
The Space of Ibiza is one of the last frontiers in his amazing carrier wich started
over 15 years ago with “debut of fire” who launched him in 1993, when he
formed the console of the “Revenge” of Bologna and he also participated in
“Ethos Mama Club” of Rimini.
Gianluca De Tiberiis has set up his artistic life, passion for house music which he
followed with extreme cure in all evolutions.His underground vocation comes
from those boundary territories, where music means fun, not just money, where
friendship among the artists goes further than the interests of the music industry.
Resident dj in Gorgeous of Ibiza from the summer 2005/2006 with his
unforgettable performances within the premises of top club “Space” Ibiza.
During the nineties he has been honing his own unique style and increased his
technical experience as a dj playing all over Italy.International dj dates have
quickly followed and now Gianluca can be found playing all over the world. He
also performs in Spain, Germany, France, U.K., Cech Republic, Greece,
Argentina, Belgium, Senegal, Poland, Switzerland - everywhere rocking the
places!
The Balearic Island has also seen him protagonist in the last three summers as
regular guest in numerous different parties such as venues for Roberto Cavalli in
“Terrace of Amnesia” or "The Dirty Diamonds" Exclusive Villa Party and
"Motorola" Launch Party.
Recently he has been resident in Italy for Toky Club, Orient Express, Underground
City (where he had already worked), and in Ibiza for "Sands Beach Club-L.a.z.y.
party" "Es Vive""Penelope – Gorgeous party” "Amnesia - Come with Us/Sundown
party" and "Space - Gorgeous party“ Privilege – Pasion De Ibiza party”.
Currently he has also collaborated to the Corporate Events for Polartec, Playhat
Shoes, Fiorucci Parfum, Calvin Klein, MotorShow of Bologna and E.i.c.m.a of
Milan.
In his deejay sets the music must be an uplifting and soulful experience, no
matter what direction the event takes, leaving the guests fulfilled and always
wanting more! He loves to mix styles going to elettronic-house up to deep house
sounds and he also likes to include “retro classic sounds and old-style”.
His dj sets have taken part in some world radios-shows such as Ibiza Global
Radio, Cadena 100, Ibiza Sonica and La Noche Escabrosa, Radio 105, M2O and
the Tendence Radio Show and Musicgel on the best radio circuit station in Italy.
“Love Nation” and “Twister Session” are his more representative productions.
The first one is traditionaly funky, soul and classic musics, the second of
“electronic” matrix with tech, dark and deep house influences, represents the
two different requirements of the house club.The last production La Revancha
de la maquina and First Step e.p.was support and includes in the palimpsest of
several radio networks including BBC 1 (UK) and Radio Deejay (Italy) as well as
in various compilations.
You can get some samples of all
www.myspace.com/gianlucadetiberiis.
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